This paper presents a method to control height and speed of fixed wing unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) using MATLAB platform. The mathematical dynamic model of Six Degrees of Freedom (6-DOF) aircraft is nonlinear and it is linearized about a flight condition. System is divided into two Multi Input Multi Output (MIMO) sub models. First model controls the longitudinal dynamics and second model is used to control the lateral dynamics. Each MIMO model is converted into ten Single Input Single Output (SISO) systems and then the systems needed for the primary requirement of plant control is selected. Same technique can be also be used to make Manned Aerial Vehicles (MAV) autopilots and to control flight of other aerial vehicles. Multiple loop feedback control technique is used to control a plant which helps to control many outputs of system with one set point value and controller.
Introduction
At present, the use of advance control systems is increasing day by day in every field; aeronautics is one out of them. From generations, it was a desire of human to develop intelligent systems which can obey them. Unmanned aerial vehicles are one such development of aeronautical, instrumentation and control system technologies [1] . UAVs have a wide range of civil and military applications and are of different sizes according to applications [2] .
Remote sensing, Commercial aerial surveillance, Archaeology, Forest fire detection, Armed attacks, research, Oil, Commercial and Motion Picture Filmmaking, Search and rescue operations, Maritime patrol and Aerial target practice in training of human pilots are the few out of many applications where UAVs have proved to be an alternative and fill the gap where the risk of human piloted aircraft is not acceptable or impractical. The main building block of UAV is its automatic flight controller which is known as autopilot [3] .This subsystem controls UAV by generating control signals on the basis of desired target information and waypoints.
Various sensors are used in UAVs to generate feedback signals for the controller on the basis of real time state of vehicle. The autopilot is controlled by a pilot on the ground or by another vehicle. A typical launch and recovery method of an unmanned aircraft is done by an automatic system or an operator on the ground. The traditional approach used for flight control system synthesis, implementation and validation is time consuming and resource intensive. Applying the same techniques for medium and small vehicles is not realistic. To make cost effective autopilots for these aerial vehicles, computer technology plays an important role. MATLAB is one such platform on which it is possible to simulate and to test the performance of an autopilot. Conventional PI (Proportional Integral) and PID (Proportional Integral Derivative) controllers can be used to control autopilots on this platform and hence to improve their performance characteristics. The concept of mathematical model used in this paper is derived from a mathematical model used for fixed wing, medium sized unmanned aerial vehicle. Its small perturbation linearized model is adapted to design autopilots for height, sideslip and speed control of UAV. The schematic of UAV with North-East-Down (NED) axis is shown in Figure 1 .
Identification and Modeling of UAV
The nonlinear dynamic model is developed by the help of force and moment equations. An aircraft has three linear and three rotational motions to compose it s 6-DOF. Laws of physics can be applied on the vehicle to find mathematical differential equations. All the calculations are done by taking parameter values with respect to center of gravity of vehicle. All forces and moments depend on the thrust applied b y the engine and engine speed is taken in rpm (revolution per minute) Output vector also consists the states of the system.
State Space Model of Longitudinal Parameters
The SISO transfer functions can be controlled by appropriate P (proportional), PI or PID controllers [9, 10] . Open loop Pole-Zero locations can be obtained and effect of gain on stability of system can be observed by root locus plot. Gain Margin and Phase Margin can also be determined for relative stability analysis of the system.
Dynamics of Open Loop Longitudinal Subsystem of UAV
Longitudinal Subsystem can be represented by various transfer functions of UAV with set point values and outputs. Feedback loop and controller are not required in open loop system. Unit-step test signal is taken as set point value for the system and all the responses are observed corresponding to this step input [11, 12] . The simulated diagram of open loop longitudinal system using MATLAB environment is shown in Figure 3 . [13, 14] . Elevator is used to control height, pitch, pitch rate and sideslip of the aircraft while Throttle is used to control vehicle speed.
Closed Loop Design Structure
The major task for the control of longitudinal parameter of the plant is:
a) Control of Elevator deflection for Height control b) Control of Engine Throttle for speed control
The guidance block of the vehicle generating commands for height, sideslip and speed control are based on the required trajectory. These control objectives are achieved by converting MIMO problem into SISO problems [15] . Multiple loop feedback technique is used to control SISO systems. Control of height and pitch is done by applying multiple feedbacks and control of sideslip and speed is done by individual feedback loops [16] . The Simulink diagram of sideslip and speed control and Simulink diagram for height and speed control of UAV are shown in Figures 7 and 8 respectively. 
Design of Height Control Feedback Loop:
To design height control feedback loop, MIMO system is converted into SISO systems in MATLAB environment and then control technique is applied on the SISO systems. For height control, multiple feedback loops are used; outer loop is chosen on the basis of primary control objective. Pitch is taken as inner loop and initially feedback gain is taken as 1 for simplicity, another feedback loop is taken from height and controller is placed in between the outer and inner loops. Controller gains can be calculated by Tyreus-Luyben Method in which the ultimate gain and the corresponding frequency are determined at the point where the system just starts oscillations [17] . Open loop root locus plot can be used to calculate these parameters. The ultimate Gain and Frequency are used to calculate controller gains.
Design of Sideslip and Speed Control Feedback Loops:
Single feedback loop is used for sideslip control and similar for speed control. Controller gains are calculated for the system's appropriate performance. PI controllers are used for the control of all parameters of the non-holonomic time variant system. Lateral parameters can be controlled in similar 
Design Results
The PI controller gains for control of sideslip, height and speed of UAV are calculated using tyreus-Luyben tuning method and are tabulated in the Table 1 . 
Results and Conclusion
In this paper, flight control design technique has been presented. Non-linear plant model has been simplified by linearization and then MIMO system has been converted into simple SISO systems. Keeping control objective in mind, multi -loop control technique and simple feedback control techniques have been applied. Simple PI controllers have been used to achieve control objectives. Longitudinal Autopilot is designed for a given flight conditions which provides outputs with negligible steady state errors and very small overshoots within few seconds of response time as shown in closed loop responses of UAV shown by Figures 9-11 . Substantial improvement in system performance has been achieved and open loop unstable system has been efficiently controlled by closed loop control method.
